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Powers in the Land?
British Political Columnists in the Information Era

Alistair S. Duff




The expansion of opinion is one of the key developments in the British press, as elsewhere. The article analyses the role of one of the most important types of commentator, newspaper political columnists, examining their credentials, sources, information society prospects, and putative impact. Using data from interviews with some of Britain’s leading journalists, the study is able to corroborate findings from a wide-ranging literature review. In addition, it formulates some preliminary hypotheses: that the effectiveness of a so-called pundit is a function of his or her willingness to remain focused upon a theme; that there is a positive correlation between a columnist’s political impact and the factual or informational content of the columns; and that a columnist is most powerful when complying with a broader newspaper campaign. 
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The Press is reputed to be a “power in the land”, at least in democratic lands such as Britain. Put a little more scientifically, it is a sociological commonplace that “journalism can shape and define the environment within which events and issues are viewed as important, made available for public discussion, then acted on” (McNair, 1998, p. 49). Yet the Press is anything but homogeneous, and there is room for serious debate about precisely which of its departments wield significant power, and how. The impact of political news is the subject of a well-developed research stream. On the other hand, political columnists, the so-called “punditocracy”, are still something of a black box. The present article discusses their current and impending roles in the political landscape, particularly with respect to the British context. I wish to ask some rather fundamental questions. Who and what are political columnists? What functions do they perform in the social information chain, or, if that term seems too mechanistic, the information market-place? How much power or influence do they actually possess in a liberal-democracy? And what might the future hold for them? These are important issues, because many of us believe that political columnists are instrumental in the development of public knowledge and that they help to determine the ethical and political calibre of the societies in which we live. They play a significant role in the “political public sphere”, either well or badly (Habermas, 1996; Higgins, 2006)—or so I postulate. 

Exclusive, in-depth interviews were conducted with ten leading political columnists from a range of British newspapers1. These included such distinguished practitioners as Peter Hitchens, Boris Johnson and Polly Toynbee, more or less “household names” in Britain. The interview data are treated below as part of a larger, discursive argument about the importance of political journalism in twenty-first century post-industrial democracies. In the end, more questions are asked than answered. However, it is hoped that a small contribution can be made, not only to the study of journalism practice, but also more widely to our understanding of the emergent social formation called the “information society” (Duff, 2000; Webster, 2004).

The Political Columnist: A Brief History and Review

Column-writing has a fragmented and rather slim knowledge base, a point acknowledged by the few researchers seriously interested in the subject. “Mass communication scholarship”, according to Day and Golan (2005, p. 62), “has largely ignored the Op-Ed page”, op-ed being the preferred US term for the page opposite the editorials, typically, nowadays, given over to signed columns. If, moreover, there are “few sociological studies in the field” of journalism as a whole (Aldridge and Evetts, 2003, p. 548), this will of course be true a fortiori of subspecies like columnists. Even George Orwell’s columns have received precious little academic attention, unlike the other genres he mastered (Keeble, 2006, p. [1]). Kuhn and Neveu (2002, p. 3) open a volume of essays on political journalism with the observation that the vast literature on political communication has a number of “blind spots”, yet they too opt not to focus on commentary. 

However, while there is no clear-cut canon of academic knowledge about political columns, an assiduous, interdisciplinary search across genres, taking in trade journals and newspapers as well as conventional academic sources, yields many valuable dividends. The following paragraphs attempt to summarise the state of the art so far, with special reference to the British, and, for comparative purposes, American, contexts. Tunstall’s Newspaper Power (1996) deserves to be cited in advance as a benchmark work on this subject. While not exclusively devoted to columns, it contains an authoritative and skilful analysis of their role, and has the advantage of being based, like the present article, on extensive interviewing. 

Nimmo and Combs’s Political Pundits (1992), as near as one gets to an official history, traces the origins of political punditry as far back as the sophists of ancient Greece and the prophets of Israel, although its definition of pundit includes talk-show hosts, think-tank staff and political communications professionals. Silvester suggests that political columns proper began as the “pasquinade”, a form of commentary named after an impressive Roman tailor who posted lampoons of the power elite in public spaces (Silvester, 1998, p. xiv). Modern punditry, however, originated in the United States, where political columnists represented “a new priesthood of pundits” (Nimmo and Combs, 1992, p. 30). The now-deceased New York World is credited with pioneering the op-ed page in the 1920s, with the famous Walter Lippman as the principal practitioner (Marr, 2004, p. 353). Since then, the expansion of opinion has been a significant trend in the development of US newspaper content (Bogart, 1985, p. 85).

This is true of Britain too. A notable pioneer was William Connor, a.k.a. “Cassandra” of the Daily Mirror, who began writing in the 1930s. The genre took longer to develop on this side of the Atlantic, signed columns only coming into play after the second world war (Glover, 2000, p. 294). “When I first read newspapers”, the late Guardian columnist Hugo Young could write, “there were no political columnists” (Young, 2003, p. xv). Indeed, it was not until William Rees-Mogg became editor of The Times in the late 1960s that named political columnists were permitted on that influential newspaper (Tunstall, 1996, p. 173). The second half of the 1980s witnessed an opinion explosion, a result of thicker newspapers, increased competition and aggressive promotionalism (Tunstall, 1996, p. 173). By the mid-1990s, columnists had become a “peculiarly British institution”, worthy of the attentions of European linguists (Diller, 1993, p. 8).

Political columnists are said to enjoy an elevated position in the pantheon of newspaper journalism, somewhere between senior correspondents and the editorship; they have been called journalism’s “aristocracy” (Shrimsley, 2003, p. 29). Established political columnists in Britain tend to be, in Tunstall’s delightful terminology (1996, p. 177), “cantankerous males of fairly mature years”, although the pool has widened in recent decades. Even in the US, women columnists have been scarce, although Braden (1993, p. vii) argues that the rise of feminism has led to more women covering politics or combining personal and political comment. However, Andsager and Mastin are still lamenting the relative absence of women (among other groups) in prominent positions, this despite their own research suggesting that female columnists are ascribed greater credibility than males (Andsager and Mastin, 2003, p. 70). 

The majority of British political columnists, as well as being cantankerous males of fairly mature years, are professional journalists. Most of the established ones have had “an elite career involving heavyweight reporting experience” (Tunstall, 1996, p. 291). Many of them, in fact, operate as “high-end reporters” (Holmes, 2005b, p. 177). Keith Waterhouse, the doyen of British columnists, insists that newsroom experience is the best preparation (Waterhouse, 2004, p. 9). Leader-writing is also considered “an ideal training-ground” (Glover, 2000, p. 290). There are limited openings outside this “brotherhood and sisterhood of Fleet Street” (Holmes, 2005b, p. 177). The main alternative route to columnar status is direct political experience, although politicians seriously seeking office tend to give up columns, with the result that regular columnists of this kind are likely to be either ex-politicians or mavericks (Tunstall, 1996, p. 289). 

Are columnists endowed with any special wisdom? One presumes that they are in some way experts, “carriers of knowledge” in the sense understood by sociologists of knowledge (Stehr and Meja, 2005, p. 11). Yet here there are surprises:

Columnists don’t have to be experts. If they were, they wouldn’t be columnists. They may have their little areas of expertise to which they can return, a sort of port in a storm, but most of the time they are on the wide-open seas. (Glover, 2000, p. 292) 

Simple stamina is thus a crucial attribute, but also passion, prescience and “a view of the world” (Glover, 2000, pp. 291-293). Columnists are a key part of a paper’s overall personality, constituting its intellectual “praetorian guard” (Glover, 2000, p. 295). Fulfilling such an exposed role requires highly-stylised writing skills: indeed, a columnist’s style should be so distinctive that the column does not even need a byline (Waterhouse, 2004, p. 11). This involves a certain loudness. According to Braden (1993, p. 1), “columnists earn their followings by the very boldness of their remarks, by carving out a niche for their opinions”. They try to generate a mail bag, rather than inform – the latter is the reporter’s job.

Columnists have a particular role in the social information chain. Broadly speaking, that role is commentary, what McNair calls ‘the interpretative moment” (McNair, 2000b, p. 61). Their prime function is clarification, bringing light: they write about “what is latent, the kernel of principle and other significance that exists, recognized or not, ‘inside’ events, policies and manners” (George Will quoted in Silvester, 1998, p. xvi). They are hybrids—“part social historian, part social theorist, and part man of letters” (Max Lerner quoted in Silvester, 1998, p. xvi). Reporting is subsidiary: “the columnist should try for scoops of fact, but may more readily discover scoops of interpretation” (Young, 2003, p. xvii). Nevertheless, facts should always be the basis of opinion: “Facts are the essence of a column, the fibre that makes the thing more than a dribble of opinion” (Marr, 2004, p. 370). Columns are about becoming a voice in society: “The column is a platform in public life…[it] deals the columnist into the game of national debate” (Tunstall, 1996, p. 180). So the ideal column is that which “takes the national conversation forward” (Marr, 2004, p. 356). 

The question of the extent of contact with politicians is central to any appraisal of political columnists, and here lies a conundrum. Readers expect political columnists to be both insiders and outsiders. They “must sup with the devil constantly” (Young, 2003, p. xix). On the other hand, they “should not be on such intimate terms that they find themselves writing to please these contacts rather than the readers” (Glover, 2000, p. 291). Indeed, “friends, in this business, are poison to the work” (Young, 2003, p. xx). Barnett and Gaber suggest that British political columnists have grown in stature in recent years precisely because, being less intimate with politicians than are others species of political journalist, they are more able to be critical (Barnett and Gaber, 2002, p. 36). 

Of course, political columns are not functionally homogeneous. Holmes groups them usefully into five categories: columns which build up geographic, political or socio-economic communities of interest; columns which use experts, or famous or controversial columnists, for commercial advantage; columns which use “magisterial columnists” to reinforce the editorial line; columns offering “licensed contradiction”, where a writer is allowed to go against a paper’s official position in order to create an overall impression of pluralism; and, finally, columns providing an “unofficial extension of a predominant ideology or prejudice”, where the columnist is allowed to express a view in more extreme terms than would be politic in the leader columns (Holmes, 2005a, pp. 161-166). 

“The rise of the political commentator”, according to McNair (2000b, p. 64), “is a direct consequence of the commodification of the public sphere, which made it necessary for news organisations to brand their output”. There is no reliable knowledge of the actual value of these brands, although Tunstall (1996, p. 179) estimates that any sales boost from the presence of a particular columnist is unlikely to be more than about one per cent. Are columnists nevertheless in some less direct manner “the unacknowledged legislators of the world”, a claim Shelley advanced on behalf of poets (quoted in Braden, 1993, p. 6)? Anecdotes often seem to point in that direction. It was widely believed that criticism in one of Rees-Mogg’s columns caused Alec Douglas-Home to resign from the leadership of the Conservative Party, a judgement confirmed by the politician himself (Young, 2003, p. xvi). Even the famously self-effacing Hugo Young (2003, p. xviii) fancied that he had some influence, at any rate on civil liberties legislation.

There is little systematic evidence, however, except the occasional small-scale industry survey (e.g. National Newspapers Digest, 2006). Even in the US, “industry sources report that there are no public records on which columnists are the most widely read” (Andsager and Mastin, 2003, p. 57). Columnists themselves, in many cases so loudly-spoken otherwise, are uncharacteristically reticent on this matter. “When asked about their political influence”, Tunstall notes (1996, p. 294), “they tend to make quite modest statements”. Nevertheless, Glover (2000, p. 298) concludes that while the columnist’s voice will not carry across the years like that of a poet, “she will have spoken to her time”. After all, “a really powerful voice always finds its audience” (Marr, 2004, p. 361).

There is growing criticism of contemporary punditry from within journalism. Wilby (1996, p. 14) decries “the rise of a commentariat who express opinions that have no basis in knowledge”. “Few give the impression”, according to Shrimsley (2003, p. 30), “that they stray far from their ivy-clad manors”. Kettle (2002, p. [2]) alleges that political columnists “pursue their trade unencumbered by either experience or the facts”. Many refer, usually somewhat wistfully, to a loss of authority. There is no “oracle” now, only “a cacophony of rival voices” (Young, 2003, p. xvi). “It is a plain statement of fact”, Marr laments (2004, p. 375), “that we have too many columnists...[it] is evidence of social sickness”. Lloyd (2005, p. 184) complains about columnists crowding out more important kinds of journalism, notably reporting. And Silvester (1998, p. xxv) concludes without any niceties that “the British press now is overpopulated with second-rate performers”.

There is academic criticism too. Picard argued many years ago that “views on [US] op-ed pages appear to be those of scholars, politicians, and others well within the mainstream, so the op-ed pages should not be assumed to be a vehicle for views outside the mainstream” (Picard, 1985, p. 46). Examining the role of “print media public intellectuals” with reference to British Muslims, Meer (2006) thinks he finds anti-Islamic arguments among liberals as well as conservatives, and accuses both of reinforcing dominant white norms. Wahl-Jorgensen produces evidence that British papers have a very top-down, professionalised approach, one that “encourages public participation only in the context of information reception”; by contrast, Danish opinion pages, from which regular columnists are conspicuous by their absence, are founded on “a belief in public access and participation in terms of both production and reception” (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2004, pp. 59, 63). Wahl-Jorgensen (2004, p. 68) concludes that Danish opinion pages contribute to a deliberative democracy, not merely liberal democracy, yet even they fall short of “discursive equality” because of a failure to “address problems of structural inequality”.

Some, as ever, want to talk darkly of a crisis. Barnett and Gaber’s Westminster Tales: The Twenty-first Century Crisis in Political Journalism concludes that the prospects are not bright for “the kind of interrogative, painstaking and oppositional journalism which is required to invigorate the public sphere” (2002, p. 145). McNair, however, has a different perspective. While he acknowledges prevailing scholarly concern over the rise of the punditocracy at the expense of straight political reporting, he proceeds to argue that citizens now enjoy the “increased accessibility of political information” (McNair, 2000a, p. 200). Columnists are part of “the interpretative elites of political journalism”, earning such status by their “ability to interpret complex reality in ways which contribute directly to their readers’ evaluation of political rhetoric and action” (McNair, 2000a, p. 208).

What of the future? It is recognised that the information society poses questions for political columnists, as for other types of journalist. Holmes (2005a, p. 167) sees a “paradigm shift” unfolding, in which younger people reject newspapers in favour of chatrooms, part of a general move away from deference. Tumber (2001, p. 96) wonders “whether journalism can perform its traditional and normative Fourth Estate functions in the information age”. His heartening answer is that, while the role of gatekeepers is effectively over, there are grounds for limited optimism in that “citizens who are online will still require interpretation and meaning of events” (Tumber, 2001, p. 110). The Encyclopedia of the Future speculates that columnists might be chosen individually by readers as they construct their own newspapers from diverse sources (Raum, 1996, p. 667). Nimmo and Combs (1992, p. 168) apparently believe that political pundits help to meet a timeless human need for “symbolic healing”. Bardoel argues more soberly that the information society will accommodate “orienting” journalism: 

Journalism evolves from the provision of facts to the provision of meaning. In the new ocean of information, “navigation” is desperately needed. (Bardoel, 1996, p. 297) 

Bloggers represent the information society’s most tangible current threat to newspaper columnists. According to Burkeman (2005, p. 8), what has emerged is “a fully fledged alternative wing of the opinion industry, challenging the primacy of newspaper commentators”. Or perhaps blogging is a new form of internship for newspaper columnists (Worstall, 2006, p. 25)? However, the newspaper columnists themselves tend to regard blogging as over-rated. They say that while bloggers can break news, often of the gossipy, unproven type, or give a certain kind of momentum to stories, they will not eliminate political journalism or even lower its standards (Tomlin, 2006; see also Lowrey, 2006). These are complex issues, though, and all that can really be stated at present is that prognostications about newspaper political columns are utterly divided. 

Studying Political Columnists: Definitions and Methods

Political columnists are defined here as individuals commenting regularly in national newspapers on political affairs. There are two main kinds of product: the single-theme essay-type column, often associated with the “quality” Press, and the multi-thematic full-page column, popular in mid- and down-market British papers. Although there is no authoritative list of British political columnists which could act as a sampling frame, there are some helpful estimates of their population. Ten years ago, there was an “inner group” of about twelve or fifteen, who normally wrote twice per week, and then another fifty or sixty writing once per week (Tunstall, 1996, p. 281). The political “commentariat” has been estimated more recently as comprising approximately 120 persons (Kettle, 2002). Twenty-five columnists, about one-fifth of the total current population of British political columnists, were approached for the present study. While the methodology was qualitative, an attempt was made to construct a realistic sample. It therefore included columnists of both the “right” and the “left”, women as well as men, and mass-circulation “tabloids” in addition to the more expensive newspapers. The predominance of men already noted in the literature review, and the de facto (at any rate in Britain) concentration of political columnists in the “quality” Press, meant that the study was inevitably skewed in those two respects. 

Of the twenty-five columnists contacted, sixteen responded. Three declined to participate (Richard Littlejohn, Keith Waterhouse and Alan Watkins). Thirteen agreed to be interviewed, although two (Michael Portillo and Matthew D’Ancona) suddenly ceased to cooperate once I arrived in London. Peter Preston, of the Observer (and a distinguished former editor of the Guardian), had to withdraw at the last minute due to a bereavement. The final group of ten interviewees comprised : Simon Carr (Independent), Peter Hitchens (Mail on Sunday), Simon Jenkins (Guardian and Sunday Times), Boris Johnson (Daily Telegraph), Dominic Lawson (Independent), Deborah Orr (Independent), Matthew Parris (The Times), Henry Porter (Observer), William Rees-Mogg (The Times and Mail on Sunday), and Polly Toynbee (Guardian). The interviews ranged in length from twenty minutes to eighty, with an average of forty-five minutes. By way of comparison, Tunstall’s interviews with political columnists averaged approximately seventy minutes of taped talk (Tunstall, 1996, p. 4). 

Being a Columnist: Contemporary British Perspectives

The first point that became clear was that columns are indeed regarded as a high-level appointment in British journalism, obtained only after arduous labour. The majority of columnists had worked as either reporters or leader-writers or both, prior to acquiring signed columns; some—Jenkins, Lawson and Rees-Mogg—had also edited top newspapers. “There are no qualifications in journalism, except experience” (Lawson), ideally in “the University of Fleet Street” (Hitchens). Reporting, with its disciplines of “deadlines, sharp introductions and compressed writing” (Johnson), was the core credential for column-writing; that, plus “an addiction to politics” (Jenkins). 

Hitchens, arguably one of Tunstall’s “cantankerous males of fairly mature years”, told an interesting story. As part of his brief as the Daily Express’s Moscow correspondent, he was asked to post a regular opinion piece on the Russian way of life. His observations seemed to “touch a nerve” with the British public, and on his return from Moscow, now armed with the “invaluable perspective” of residence in a totally different culture, he became a columnist. Hitchens is now perhaps the leading voice of conservative morality in the country. An epiphanic element entered Orr’s narrative too, in the form of a “gradual realisation”. Initially against the idea of assuming the role of expert, her experience of editing the Weekend Guardian suggested to her that a “whole swathe of people” were not being represented in the media. She then stood in the gap, determined to offer something outside the “dominant discourse” constructed by the “Westminster village”. Epiphany or not, political columnhood was typically an unintended consequence of a successful reporting career, rather than a calculated career goal. 

A minority in the sample fitted a different trajectory, as anticipated in the literature review: the politicians. Parris started writing columns while a member of parliament, while, conversely, Johnson was already a well-known columnist (“sheer desperation” having propelled him towards journalism) before going into politics. Carr revealed that he had once been involved in setting up a party, in New Zealand, an experience which helped to qualify him for column-writing. “Very few journalists”, he remarked, “actually know what it’s like to be in politics”.

Asked about their sources, most said it was important to keep in touch with politicians and officialdom. This is essential in order to “pick up the language of the debate” (Jenkins). “One needs to know what politicians are like”, not forgetting those in the House of Lords (Rees-Mogg). However, the columnists also expressed severe caution about the extent and form of contact with political sources. Orr referred to being “seduced by their charm”. Carr, a parliamentary sketch-writer as well as serious columnist, spoke similarly of the danger of getting “bent” to see the world their way. “The top politicians”, he observed, “are compelling as well as likeable”; anyway, “access is an over-rated amenity”. Politicians, it was noted, “have a subjective view of the world and give different accounts of the same Cabinet meeting” (Lawson). Indeed, “they just say what they want written” (Rees-Mogg). Porter emphasised the need to stay independent; while journalists may have passionate beliefs, they “should not be part of a political project”. Hitchens went further in questioning the value of personal contacts in the political world. In his experience, “Westminster is a house of gossip—not about legislation but about who is up, who is down”.

All readily acknowledged the importance of a factual basis to political columns. “A pure opinion column is rather unsatisfying: readers like to feel that they learned new facts too”, according to Rees-Mogg, whose factualism is attested by his imperviousness to libel defeats throughout over fifty years of high-performance commentary. “Columnists”, after all, “are in the business of changing people’s minds, and intelligent people need facts” (Lawson). More specifically, Toynbee said that she “like[s] to have at least three interesting facts, three pieces of hard information” in each column. Such axioms have never been more important: according to Carr, “information, especially statistical information, is all there is in politics, yet it has been so debauched since 1997”, by politicians like Tony Blair and Gordon Brown. Basically, opinion not based on some evidence is “worthless” (Jenkins). Only Johnson was less committed, asserting, with characteristic humour, that opinion is acceptable so long as “the inverted pyramid” of the column rests on a “thin factual plinth”. 

However, the role of the political columnist, they concurred, is not essentially the dissemination of facts. Rather, it is to “engage people in politics”, by “telling them what is going on in an expressive way” (Carr). The political columnist’s role is to “help create the debate”, to effect the “professional initiation and shaping” of national discussions (Rees-Mogg). It is to “inform and entertain readers”; after the news, readers need stimulation or “bite” (Jenkins). In the absence of straight reporting of Parliament, the political columnist should provide “discursive commentary” on policies, both explanation and a personal view (Toynbee). The columnist’s goal is indeed to have “scoops of exposition”, by “taking the available facts and arranging them so that people see something in a certain way”; frankly, to “stealthily brainwash them” (Johnson). Sometimes, an attempt at “anticipation” or “prediction” might also be appropriate (Parris). And, where necessary, controversy must be courted. The columnist’s job is sometimes “to point out that the emperor has no clothes on” (Lawson). It is one of “shifting scenery”, making the “undiscussable discussable”; even if this meant that one “ran into the freezing sea first” (Hitchens). Or, as Parris nicely expressed the matter:

A columnist should aim to do good in the world, but I do not rule out mischief as a means of cheering readers up. 

Several columnists volunteered that their role was to defend the individual, an aspect of mission not picked up in my literature review. “Unwelcome trends” of the last twenty years, such as “the growth of large-scale organisations”, had to be written about, even if columnists could do little about them (Carr). The liberty of the individual had to be protected, “especially against governments that see themselves as benevolent”; the British press is a “pretty good instrument” in that respect, in the absence of effective parliamentary politics (Hitchens). Lawson stressed that his role was to defend property rights as well as liberty; these are paired, of course, in the right-wing intellectual tradition for which Lawson is a fluent apologist. On the other hand, the left-wing Toynbee argued that the state is “weak, always on the run”, and that “too much column-writing is oppositional”. Parris agreed, in the sense that he too believes that a good columnist will sometimes “defend the government against the populace”. 

Columnists were fetchingly modest concerning the influence they believed they might wield, as anticipated in the literature review. The majority view was that news, or events, or government, rather than opinion columns, normally set the political agenda. Where newspapers did so, this was primarily through the agency of “editorial decisions”, rather than the arguments of individual columnists (Rees-Mogg). Of course, the papers themselves are far from equal in political impact. Thus, the “really powerful columnists are powerful because they have powerful newspapers behind them”; the whole paper “gets behind a rampaging campaign” (Toynbee). In the final analysis, no one disputes that power rests with politicians. “Columnists”, declared Hitchens, with a platform on what is often thought to be one of the most powerful Sunday newspapers, “can propose, but politicians dispose”.

However, pressed further, the columnists disclosed a spectrum of intuitions about the potential impact of political columns. One estimated her own influence at “0.001”, regretting more generally that “whatever ‘President Blair’ says, goes” (Orr). But others were less pessimistic. Columnists are unavoidably “part of the political conversation” (Jenkins). Parris and Porter were both willing to concede that political columnists are public intellectuals, or, at any rate, “about as close as you can get to being a public intellectual” (Porter). Johnson, speaking qua politician, and with his usual candour, pointed out that “politicians are very sensitive, and to some extent define themselves by their characterisations in the media; if a speech is picked up by even one columnist, a politician will consider that a triumph”. And speaking qua journalist, he suggested that a combination of hostile columnists could be very effective politically: “while my own pop-gun might not be very important, when all pop-guns are lined up against the government this can have a very real effect”. In the end, a columnist must surely believe that he or she can make a difference, that “if you put things forcefully, things which are true, that must have an impact” (Hitchens). 

It is easy to make such statements, less so to substantiate them. Yet the evidence is there. Perhaps thinking of Rees-Mogg’s attack on Douglas-Home (highlighted above in the literature review), Jenkins remarked that columnists “can sometimes define the outcome of a debate”, say by “demanding successfully that someone should resign”. Hitchens suggested that some of his early attacks, on targets such as multiculturalism, Prime Minister Blair and identity cards, have now been vindicated, albeit with little credit accruing to himself. Her own critiques of plans to privatise health care were a good example of columnists being effective in “alerting members of parliament to dangerous developments in government policy” (Toynbee). However, the best recent illustration of political impact related to Porter. He started focusing on civil liberty issues in January 2006, penning over a dozen columns; it was not long before Downing Street contacted him, resulting in an email exchange with Tony Blair himself. This seems to validate, as far as such matters go, Porter’s heartening contention: 

If you bang on about a subject, if you do it properly, especially on one issue, if you appear reasonable to the public, and if you are remorseless and polite, [then] you can be influential. 

The literature review suggested – and respondents here confirmed – that there are now too many columnists. They share too a general sense of a shift away from the idea of the sage commentator. People are becoming “less deferential to superior knowledge” (Carr). “Information overload” is causing erosion in the image of the wise person, with the result that columnists tend to move to eye-grabbing styles—the “dictatorship of the first paragraph” (Jenkins). Toynbee agreed that there is now more pressure to be opinionated, that there is a danger of “more and more shouting about less and less”. Hitchens, however, was more concerned about the general decline in literacy and reading: British papers, he said, need above all to “recruit young readers”. 

However, none was pessimistic. There will be a “huge expansion in the demand for communications”, which will lead to more outlets for people with something to say; witness the current growth of US talk shows (Rees-Mogg). There will always be a place for the “balanced observer and explainer”, as opposed to the polemicist (Parris). Anyway, whatever challenges lie ahead for newspapers, there is “a lot of ingenuity in the trade” (Hitchens). Lawson spoke of interesting changes in British political alignments, which are making it important for someone to be there to “understand issues, not just the political culture of particular parties”. He added that there needs also to be more knowledge of what is going on in other countries.





There should now be a clearer picture of British political columnists, who they are and what they do. What emerges from the study data is a fascinating picture of a group of vastly-experienced, politically-interested and ethically-responsible, though controversial, individuals. The literature review indicated that they are without counterparts in many countries, an oddly surprising revelation, in that they seem so much an inescapable part of the political scene here in Britain. For those for whom Boris Johnson or Peter Hitchens are more or less household names, it is truly difficult to imagine what life must be like in, say, Denmark, where there are no such figures. This begs the important question of what that can mean for the comparative state of political debate. If political columns are written by lay professionals and experts, as in Denmark and some other European countries, instead of by “cantankerous” journalists of “fairly mature years”, that may mean more “evidence-based” or even “science-based” politics—one of the original promises of post-industrial society, at least according to Daniel Bell (1999). However, it might also mean duller debate, less polarisation, less heterogeneity, less generativity of opinion, less public philosophy, and less real electoral contest. Can that be healthy for the social information chain?

Indeed, if one of the functions of resident political columnists is to express views that represent a section of public opinion which may be too controversial to receive a newspaper’s official backing in an editorial—Holmes’s “unofficial extension of a predominant ideology”—then the absence of a career structure for political columnists may be positively undemocratic. A concrete example would be Hitchens’s page in the Mail on Sunday. His courageous, ongoing critique of certain prevalent trends, such as the normalisation of homosexuality, undoubtedly resonates with the views of a large body of British public opinion, possibly even with majority opinion, so where would a pundit-free world leave democracy on such sensitive moral-cultural issues? Since Hitchens, despite enjoying the status and partial immunity of being a Fleet Street columnist, is routinely howled down in the debating forums of the political classes, who would listen to a dissenting voice from a powerless “ordinary” person or professional? Who else would be in a sufficiently insulated social position to dare to express such dissenting opinions—to “make the undiscussable discussable”? 

British political columnists seem to have more in common with peers in the US. As the literature review showed, in Washington as in London, newspaper pundits have long occupied a key role in domestic politics, as analysts, critics and gadflies, or else as fellow-travellers, kite-flyers, and propagandists for favoured ideas, philosophies and political parties. Certain differences are clear, however. Unlike their American counterparts, British political columnists typically write mainly for one newspaper, rather than for syndicates. The presence of unique columns may be a virtue of British newspapers, for, as Alistair Cooke (1989, p. 79) pointed out, buying in a syndicated column seems tantamount to admitting that no one locally has a worthwhile political opinion. Indeed, syndication is arguably just another form of the “McDonaldisation” of society. Yet the other side of this coin is that British columnists may lack the reach and influence of US columnists. Now that The Times is no longer to a significant extent the newspaper of record in Britain, there no longer exists any Olympian platform for a British newspaper columnist. Thus, there is little chance of another Rees-Mogg bringing the final, fatal blow to the career of a prominent politician. Perhaps that is in some sense progress, yet if, as many believe, Parliament in the last decade has failed in its duty to represent British public opinion, on issues like the invasion of Iraq or university tuition fees, and if the Press has by default been the principal opposition, do we not need more—not less—powerful columnists, perhaps closer to the US model? It was surely not at all healthy that, as Orr put it, “everything that ‘President Blair’ says, goes”, and yet, despite the heroic efforts of columnists like Hitchens and Porter, no one was able to lay any lasting political wounds upon him. However, on balance, I suspect that syndicated columnists would be easy prey for the “spin-doctors” around Blair and his kind; importing a US-style system would thus probably make our democratic deficit even worse.

There are other issues around the key dimension of the influence of columnists. Nowadays, most employees are subjected to performance measurement and quality assessment of some description. How, though, does the performance of a political columnist get measured—if not, any more, in the currency of politicians’ scalps? Why exactly is there no research, not even in the supposedly brutal meritocracy that is the US, on the impact of individual columnists? Does no one—not editors, not the staff of syndicates, not even academic researchers—count  citations of columns, say in policy documents or congressional or parliamentary debates? It remains a mystery why the only subject about which these professional “loudmouths” are coy is their own effectiveness! 

One is left with conflicting, incompatible thoughts. On the one hand, there is a sense of the futility of the whole concept of a political columnist. What exactly are they for? Is column-writing not just a sinecure, a transparent “racket” for no-longer-roving reporters and spent editors? If political columnists were all deported tomorrow, would anyone notice their absence? Why should we read their sixth form-like essays every week, and so what if columnist Bloggs is against illegal invasions? Is it not indeed news, not opinion, that is important, apple-cart upsetting, life-changing, and that everything else is mere exegesis? 

Yet, on the other hand, one might equally argue that democracy is an increasingly fragile plant and that anything, including the class of political columnists, that keeps that plant alive, should be cherished. Are they not now an essential background institution of democratic politics, of limited government in the Lockean sense? While their socio-political role may be more symbolic than substantive, would their departure not be a genuinely shattering blow to the body politic? Would we not feel exposed, even naked, because their mediation protects us in some measure from the rich and powerful, from bureaucrats and technocrats, from predatory corporations and political confidence tricksters? And while much of their writing will not be remembered, or even carefully read, do they not, on occasion, prove their potential by stirring up a hornet’s nest, as when a Henry Porter stings Downing Street into vitriolic rebuke? 

Finally, what of the future? Are political columnists a dying breed? There is growing concern that they are complacent and perhaps deluded about their long-term survival prospects. One does not have to accept a maximalist view of the “information society thesis” to see that certain traditional crafts and ways of doing things, especially things informational, are being increasingly called into question. So Johnson may not be so far off the mark when he suggests that the columnist of the future may have to be a road-sweeper (or otherwise gainfully employed) by day—just like the political bloggers we have now. It can certainly be argued that life for political columnists is likely to become far more competitive. There will probably be pressure for more individuation, and this may tempt even the most urbane to go down uncongenial paths, into a more entertaining mode, or into shouting louder. There will be a danger that cool, thoughtful, often wise voices like those of Lawson, Rees-Mogg or Jenkins may be drowned out. 

In a post-industrial society, how long can print newspapers, the stable of the political columnist and his or her main comfort zone, endure? If the long-term trend in newspaper readership in the average advanced society is indeed downwards, and if this is especially the case for the more intelligent newspapers, then an economic zero-sum situation may eventually materialise. For his weekly column, Rees-Mogg was apparently paid a salary of £60,000 by the fledgling Independent (Tunstall, 1996, p. 180). One can only guess what that newspaper, still not financially secure twenty years later, is paying its mighty band of opinion-writers now. Far from being honoured as their “praetorian guard”, newspapers may, out of sheer necessity, come to view their columnists as parasites. But given what has been suggested above about the social and political value of columnists, this would be an undesirable end-result. If Shrimsley (2003, p. 24) is correct, as he probably is, that “the unromantic reality is that columnists flourish on newspapers that flourish”, rather than the other way round, then one can only hope that newspapers in some form will flourish in the future. For democracy will arguably always require papers capable of supporting, and at the level to which they are accustomed—their financial and professional status being a necessary condition of their independence—the curious, cantankerous institution of the political columnist.

Suggestions for Further Research

There is not enough evidence about political columnists, at least in Britain, and this study—more a pilot than a finalised research programme—does not claim to have settled any of the difficult questions. What is needed, therefore, is further research, especially into columnists’ power, or, if that term is considered too problematic, their influence, their impact on the political process. A number of concrete hypotheses would be helpful in guiding any such inquiry. The first—let us call it the Porter Hypothesis, since Porter, as reported above, is a living illustration of it—is that the effectiveness of a columnist is a function of his or her themativity, the willingness to remain focused on a theme. In the words of Habermas—to return to where this discussion began—we need to ascertain whether it is the case that those who would make a difference in the political public sphere must “not only detect and identify problems but also convincingly and influentially thematize them, furnish them with possible solutions, and dramatize them in such a way that they are taken up and dealt with by parliamentary complexes” (Habermas, 1996, p. 359). A second hypothesis which could help to shape future research into the politics of information and opinion is that there is a positive correlation between a columnist’s impact and the factual or informational content of the columns. This can be called the Rees-Mogg Hypothesis, although the principle was touched upon by many other respondents. A third hypothesis is that a columnist is radically empowered when he or she joins forces with editorial, that is to say when they become part of a newspaper campaign; or, if that sounds tautological, that a columnist is only powerful when acting in concert with the newspaper as a totality. Since she emphasised this nexus, the third hypothesis can be called the Toynbee Hypothesis. 
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